India Modern by Michael Freeman

An Experience In Modern-Day East Indian Interior Design

Today, Indian design is a fascinating mixture of local styles and modern interpretations. Innovative ideas are being introduced not only by Indians, but by foreign architects and designers who have moved to India. India Modern showcases the latest in Indian style, from the first boutique hotel in Delhi, The Manor, to the restored fortress, and now hotel, of Devigarh, where each room is designed around a particular theme. Divided into four sections-Breaking with Tradition, Reworking Legacy, Courtyard and Tent, and Retreats-India Modern reveals the changing face of Indian interior design.

My Personal Review:
Featuring eye-catching, full-color photography throughout, India Modern is an experience in modern-day East Indian interior design, from the latest stylish homes to bars, restaurants, hotels, spas, and more. Exploring both innovative Indian ideas and influences of foreign architecture, India Modern offers astounding visions of geometry, colorful harmony, symbolism and more. The text offers the perfect complement to the sometimes sparse or minimalist yet always breathtaking visions of cutting-edge Indian homes. Highly recommended, especially as a source of design inspiration.
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